
  

  

The   Benefits   of   vMix   and   AWS   
vMix   
There   are   other   software-based   platforms   for   production   professionals   but   vMix   is   considered   the   industry   

standard.   It   enables   high-end   production   in   non-traditional   environments   (especially   remote   locations).    It   
allows   technicians   to   switch   inputs,   mix   audio,   record   outputs,   and   live   stream   cameras,   video   clips,   
audio,   and   more   ...   in   resolutions   of   up   to   4K.   

The   Benefits   of   vMix   
Unlike   Zoom   and   other   conferencing   platforms,   

vMix   allows   your   technical   team   to   configure   what   
the   audience   …   and   often   more   importantly   …   
what   your   presenters   and   producers   see.   

Additionally,   its   remote   participant   function   (vCall)   

is   easy   to   use,   extremely   stable,   and   much   higher   
quality   than   public   conferencing   platforms.   

AWS   
Amazon   Web   Services   is   a   subsidiary   of   Amazon   providing   on-demand   cloud   computing   platforms   and   

APIs   to   individuals,   companies,   and   governments,   on   a   metered   pay-as-you-go   basis.   

The   Benefits   of   AWS   
AWS   servers   and   networking   are   extremely   

fast   and   stable   which   means   your   events   are   
unlikely   to   experience   any   hardware   failures.   

They’re   also   fully   remote   so   we   can   leverage   

the   best   operators   regardless   of   their   location.   
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Broadcast   Layouts   
There   are   nearly   unlimited   layouts   that   can   be   created   in   vMix   by   combining   backgrounds,   overlays,   and   

other   creative   tools.   To   make   things   easy   and   less   costly,   we’ve   developed   these   “stock”   designs.   Of   
course,   if   your   event   needs   something   else   …   we’re   happy   to   build   that   too!   

  
16x9   Content   PIP Wide   Talent   PIP Small   PIP   +   Content   

  
1   PIP   +   Content 1+2   PIP 1+3   PIP   

  
1+4   PIP 1+6   PIP 2   PIP   +   Content   

  
2   PIP 3   PIP   -   Vertical   SBS 4   PIP   -   Brady   Bunch   

  
4   PIP   -   Vertical   SBS 5   PIP   -   Brady   Bunch   
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Backstage   Layouts   
Backstage   is   where   presenters   and   producers   gather   when   they’re   not   actively   onstage.   These   layouts   

are   useful   for   talking   about   the   upcoming   presentation,   previewing   content,   and   getting   last-minute   
instructions   from   the   producer   and/or   support   staff.   

  
Backstage   3x3 Backstage   2+8   

Onstage   Layout   
This   layout   is   designed   to   mimic   the   downstage   monitors   used   in   traditional   in-person   environments.   It’s   a   

no   frills   design   to   avoid   distractions   during   presentations.   Presenters   will   often   see   their   notes   
(or   teleprompter),   current   slide,   next   slide,   countdown   timer,   and   program.   

  
Onstage   1+4   

Multiview   Layouts   
Typically   used   by   producers,   these   layouts   are   similar   to   the   feed   they   expect   at   FOH   during   an   in-person   

event.   It’s   common   to   see   up   to   eight   presenters,   presentation   notes   (or   teleprompter),   current   slide,   next   
slide,   countdown   timer,   confidence   for   participant   views,   and   program.   

  
Multiview   4x4 Multiview   3x3 Multiview   2+8   

  


